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Senior Student Given
$2000 Fellowships Grant
By JOANNE WILLIASIs
Frank J. Kearful, senior sloth -tit of Engli-I.. has beeen
I. I a 520181 grant from Woodrow V. ilson National Fellow
Awar..
according lo Sir Hugh ’las Ion, president of the
.14
Ii

II. rant misers li lug expenses for the find sear of grail-nets and is meant to encourage the nessis cicrtcd "iclloss"
lcr college teaching as a career, accoriling to :sir Hugh.
An additional grant covering
tuition and expenses is sent to the
yraduate school where the Wood:aw Wilson fellow enrolls.
Honorable mention was accorded
t., Perry D. Weddle, philosophy
.;enior. The foundation anticipates
that most of those winning hon.
..iable mention will receive alternate awards either directly from
,iniversities or other organizations.
1333 STUDENTS NAMED
The foundation has named 1333
students from 381 colleges and universities throughout the United
States and Canada as Woodrow
Wilson fellows for 1961-62, the
largest number ever elected by the
Inundation in Its 15-year search
for prospective college teachers.
In announcing the 1961-62 winners. Sir Hugh Taylor estimated
the total value of this year’s
awards at $3,000,000.
"The unprecedented increase in
the number of nominees," Sir
Hugh said, "has enabled us, after
the keenest of competition, to recruit young people who possess
the highest qualities of intellect
and chatacter, and particularly
those who had never thought of a
prote,iiimil career, or were *milevalid Its tilt it."
CANDIDATES SCREENED
Nominations for these highly
competitive awards are made by
the students’ professors. Screening of candidates also is done by 15
regional committees drawn from
the academic profession, according
In Sir Hugh.
Mole than 23 fields of study,
nearly all in the humanities and
serial sciences, are represented by
this year’s winners, who will be
enrolled in 90 different graduate
,1115115 in this country and t7anada.

FRANK J. KEARFUL
. . . Wilson grant winner
_

Proposed Law
For State Colleges
Will Be Reviewed
Proposed legislation affecting
the state colleges will be reviewed
at a general faculty meeting today
at. 12:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey
auditorium.
The California Teachers assn,
meeting scheduled for today has
been postponed in favor of this
faculty meeting, according to Dr.
Richard A. Smith, associate professor of physical science and
science education and president of
C.T.A.
Dr. G. W. Ford, professor of
education, and Dr. Burton R. Brazil. associate professor of political
science were faculty delegates to
a conference called hy the state
college trustees.

Revelries Tryouts
Tryouts for the May 1961
"Revelries," variety talent show,
will be held at 6 p.m. tomorrow
and Thursday, according to Marilyn Henry, chalrman.
"We want to M./. the talent,
not a finished .o i," Miss Henry
said.
Unlike past years. a script will
not be chosen until the cast and
a new Revelries board ha% been
selected. "We are hoping to get
a greater ariety of students,"
Miss iferir’, pointed out.
"Revelries" originated as
"Spardi t.ras." during 1930.
"Spartan tialet" was the name
of the production before "Revelnet.’’ With chosen.

’Red Salmon-’60 Bonanza’
Lecture Set
"Red Salmon of Alaska-1960
Bonanza" will be discussed by Dr.
John P. Harville, associate professor of biology and science education, in an illustrated lecture
given tomorrow in SI42 at
1:30 p.m.

Gov. Brown Labels
Subversion Charge
As ’Irresponsible’
SACRAMENTO (UPI,
Goy.
Edmund G. Brown Friday attacked
a Republican assemblyman for
making "irresponsible" charges of
subversive in the state."
Brown told his news conference
that "I can’t conceive of anything
more Irresponsible than the charges
of Assemblyman Louis Francis
(R-Mateo) that he had evidence
Humboldt county was "the most
subvetisive in the state."
Francis told the Assembly Natural Resources committee Tuesday
that, "I have evidence that Humboldt county is the most subversive county in the state. This
is particularly true of its public
schools.

Need 2.5 to 9ualify

Sophomore Circulates Petition
To Lower GPA for Positions
A petition Ls being col:Waled in
reduce the 2.25 grade point average
required uf elected student body
officers to 2.00, according to SJS
sophomore Gus Norton.
Approximately 2250 signatures
are needed to have the petition
presented before Student Council,
Norton said. If this is accomplished, a special election must be
called within 10 days. Two-thirds

of the votes cast must be in favor
for the proposition to go into effect. he indicated.
"Signing this petition does not
mean that you are in favor of the
measure, it only means that one
is willing to let the entire student
body decide on the matter," Norton said.
Norton also stated that, "With
this petition we are striving for

ANONYMOUS LETTER
Francis said the only evidence
he had to substantiate the charge
was an anonymous letter from a
person who called himself "a Eurekian patriot."
The governor was asked whether
he agreed with Francis’ proposal
to set up an un-American activities
committee in the assembly.
Brown’s jovial attitude changed
Immediately. He frowned and said
"I certainly do not." He said he
felt the state senate and congressional un-American activities committees and the work of the FBI
were enough in this field.

Pres. Wahlquist Names
Two Department Heads

I.
I \ WINKLER
Kin. - ,
is forever changing hi,
Presently he is in
the midst of rearranging the climate of his watery world.
Annulling to Dr. Sayed E. El
%’.*:irdanj. assistant professor of
entistiy, the ocean depths beteen 200 and about 1000 meters
tt the coasts of Alaska, Washing di and Oregon, have shown a relinci ease in temperature over
past :10 years.

Education Bill May Create
’2nd Class’ Citizens in Calif.
By JERRY CARROLL

mentals of learning."
! Students wanting to teach in
A bill now before the state Sen- lam, one of the four fields
would
ate Education committee that be required to go to
college for
it is feared will turn majors in only four years, while
five years
four teaching fields into "second of training would
be required for
class citizens" in their planned an academic
teaching credential.
vocations has educators at SJS
Additionally, special credentialed
worried.
students graduating with a deA bill was presented last week gree in these fields would have
to the committee by Sen. Hugo a "non-academic"
major and
Fisher (D-San Diego) proposing would be unable to obtain
adminthe stiffening of academic training istrative posts
in education. A
requirements for teachers and the student would have to major in
imposition of "drastic restric- the
Humanities, social science or
tions" on the administrative fu- science in
order to receive an
tures of students majoring in
"academic" degree and be eligible
physical education, home economfor advancement in school admin.
ics, business education and inistrat ion.
dustrial arts.
FAVORED BY BROWN
LEARNING FUNDAMENTALS
The bill, rumored to be favored
Louis H. Heilbron, president of
by Gov. Edmund G. Brown, is getthe state board of education, spoke
ting powerful support in the legisat the hearing in support of the
lature from the newly-created
bill. Thomas W. Braden, vice
Committee for Improving Teacher
president of the board, also testiEducation. The committee includes
fied in favor of the bill, calling
such members as Edward Teller,
for a return to the "age-old funds University of California physicist;
Harry S. Ashmore, Pulitzer prlzewinning editor; and Harrison
, Brown. Cal Tech geo-chemist.
1 Dr. William G. Sweeney, dean
lof education, who testified Wednesday against the bill, said, "We’re
not very calm. It would have a
tremendous effect on professional
Top exhibits selected by judges
education."
during the Engineering open house
Dean Sweeney said that there
have been announced by student
is "a strong core of people who
chairman Art Hardin.
consider the best training for
Dale Hansen, a mechanical enteachers is academic training." He
gineering major, placed first with
said that if the bill went through,
his operating model of an ion exthere would be "a strict limitation
change fuel cell. Power from chemon method and technique courses."
icals ran a small electric motor in
the display model.
David Bell, electrical engineerThief Leaves Car
ing, followed Hansen with honor,
for his condenser microphone. Paul ’Two-Tired’ To Run
Fratessa and Ray Buttram finTheft of two rear tires from a
ished out the top three with their sports car belonging to an SJS stuportrayal in model form of lateral dent was reported to police Friday.
forces in a building.
John M. Thompson, owner of the
Honorable mention exhibits in- ear, told San Jose police the tires
cluded models of a hydraulic jump, were taken sometime betwen mida hyperbolic parabola, and a rain night and 8 a.m. from 521 South
detector.
Sixth st, where the car was parked.

Top Engineering
Exhibit Winners
At Open House

HAI

rrlaod

WATERY WORLDDr. Sayed E. El Wardani, assistant professor
of chemistry, left, checks charts of ocean temperatures compiled
from a 30 year period with Dr. G. M. Cresswell, oceanographer
from Stanford Research institute. Dr. Wardani started his study
of ocean temperatures of certain areas off the Pacific coast in
1958 and has compiled a number of charts. His results show that
temperature changes have taken place in certain areas of the
ocean.
biologist’. gathered other warm
water species from their nets.
There have been other instances
where albacore have been discos,ered as far north as Kodiak Island, Alaska.

NO. 83

Dr. Harville was a member of
a research team from the FishDR. ROBERT C. BOHN
WARREN W. FAUS
eries Research Institute, of the
.
. Industrial Arts chief
... Art department head
University of Washington, last
summer during the great salmon COMPLETELY IRRESPONSIBLE
run from mid -May to early Sep"This is completely irresponsible.
tember.
It gives aid anti comfort to the
He photographed the research radical right, such as the outfit- work done during the downstream the John Birch societythat called
migrations of the young fish and President Eisenhower a left-wingthe upstream migration of the er, . and attacked Chief Justice
adult salmon to the spawning Warren."
Brown said he couldn’t conceive
grounds. Result if his work is a
arren
Fain., aseoeiate professor of art, and Dr. Robert
1600-foot film recording this run of anything more irresponsible C. li..hn, associate professor of industrial arts, have been named
and all the work that was done. than for someone to call the state heads of their department- its President John T. Wahlguist.
colleges subversive on the basis
Prior to their appointnient- both men had been serving as
Dr. Harville, a 1940 SJS grad- of one anonymous letter.
tiding department heads.
uate, received his doctorate from
Dr. Bohn joined the SJS faculty
Stanford univeisity. After teachin 1955. He was graduated from
ing several years in a junior colWayne university where he relege, he joined SJS staff in 1948.
ceived B.S.. M.Ed. and E.D. degrees.

Ocean Specialist Tells
Of Influence on Climate

OCEAN SPECIALIST
Dr. El Wardani, whose specialty
is chemistry of the oceans, said
the areas studied have had (em Mature changes as much as 0.2
to half a degree Centigrade. "Considering the masses of water involved." he explained, "this change
IS especially significant."
These tests have also been conducted off the coasts of upper and
lower California. Over the 30-year
period there has been a temperature chop. Dr. El Wardani said. "If
sir deep California coastal waters
heroine colder, let us hope they do
not amswell’ or find their way to
the surface," he explained, "for it
may bring colder periods of weather." He mentioned it would be difficult 1,1 predict what would really
happen in our latitudes if the
change took place.
In the case of the northern waIers, if the warm water upswells,
it could contribute to a general
warming up and relatively higher
in the surrounding regions,
Wardani said.
it! li(’AL RESEARCH
,.,1,11)1e of warmer northern
waters was presented to Dr. El
Wardani when he was measuring
natural radioactivity and conducting chemical research at sea. At
50 degrees north latitude, albacore, a warm water fish, struck
the fishing lines. Also at this time

A freshman elaSs meeting will
be held today at 3:30 p.m. In
5210, Lei cording to Fred Knit.ger, publicity chairman. Post (hots are still loanable Idi sari(MA
it t41/1,
d Dal
Ilall, freshman alas". president.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

’les
Donuts
cY slets$

Offices Open

attatt

Fallen for 1.ylie magazine Is
b,,tag accepted now according to
lion Itates, editor. Munuseripts
diould be approshnuttely 2500
isueo nerds, and typed doubt.. .pace l’Opy may be turned In at
the I. Ice office, .11, tiny time
idter 1:30 p.m. daily,

Dr. El Wardani compiled his
data from information gathered by
several expeditions since 1929, including recent International Geophysical year cruises in which he
participated.

Prior to his appointment as acting head, Dr. Bohn was in charge
of the Automotive Laboratory and
Safety program at SJS.
Dr. Bohn is currently servin.
as vice president of the Nation,.
Asociat ion of Industrial educators
and business manager of the California Industrial Education news.

consistency in all elect is.- :oat al,
point ive ASB positions"
PURPOSE EXPLAINED
In explaining his purpose forther, Norton said that a junior
college transfer student may have
a 2.25 to a 4.00 grade point average in all college work attempted
at colleges and universities. including SJS. "But under the present system of determining grade
point averages, the grades received at SJS are the only ones
used in determining the grade
point average. Consequently a student with a 3.00 in all other college work but with a 2.(10 at SJS
is not eligible for office," he said.
Newly-appointed ASH vice president Ron Gerevas commented that
"The 2.25 figure was chosen because anything lower would indicate that the elected officer was
close to probationary status. This
would endanger his prospects of
staying In school, let alone serving on the student council."
The present wording of article
4, section 2, clause A of the ASB
constitution regarding academic
status of elected officers states.
"a 2.25 cumulative average preceding the time of candidacy."
Clause B indicates. "Clear standing while in office."
The proposed amendment reads,
A 2.00 cumulative average of all
..dlege work completed iSan Jose
-itate and all other accredited colleges and universities! preceding
the time of candidacy for all elective and appointive ASB positions."
Clause B of the proposed amendment reads the same as the present one.
"You can’t necessarily draw a
correlation between a person’s
scholastic achievement and his
leadership ability." Norton stated.
"May I point out that the student graduating with a 3.00 grade
point average is awarded the
same valued degree as a student
graduating with a 2.00 grade point
average." he added

Dr. Brown To Read
Education Paper
At Chicago Meet

Professor Faus joined the SJS
Dr. James W. Brown, dean of
faculty in 1946. He received his the Graduate division, will read
B.A. degree from Montana state a paper he prepared on general
college in 1942 and his MA. from education in the California state
, colleges, as he attends a Chicago
Stanford university in 1954.
rmeeting this week of the AssociaThe art head has served as re- lion of Higher Education.
Dean Brown, who was elected
gional director of Delta Phi Delta,
national honorary art society, and to serve on the executive board of
the Western Association of Graduas president of the Western Assn.’
ate schools in February at their
elation of Art Museums.
meeting in Phoenix, Ariz., is presently on sabbatical leave.
The Arizona meeting was attendI by 47 members from institutions
,if higher learning in 13 western
states.
In Chicago, Dr. Brown will also
attend meetings concerning "the
improvement of college teaching."

Robinson Seminar
To Hear Fallico
Lecture Tonight

EsiNteinial Aesthetics e illI
discussed by Dr. Arturo B. Fallici,
profesor of philosophy, at tic’
monthly Robinson Seminar I.
night at 8 o’clock in C11237.
trand
Atsithe
tra
.. re
’
dangerous to all entrenched interests and all programs for action,"
commented Dr. Fallico, who urged
that anyone interested in art,
aesthetics or existentialism" attend the lecture.
Dr. Fallico, who initiated many
of the first aesthetic and oriental
philosophy courses at SJS, said
that he considers art "to he that
which renews the spontaneous
ground of our existence and hence
of all our values."
The Robinson Seminar is a
monthly lecture series sponsored
by the philosophy department, in
which members of the department
present original lectures or papers.

Thief Thwarted
By ’Broke’ Coeds
’ I’m not gool.; hi hurt 3ou
all I want is your motley." Butt
two SJS coeds had no money and
would-be thief fled after a holdup try last week.
Karen Snyder and Barbara
Schauer. 325 Eighth at., described
the thief to San Jose police as
wearing a trmich coat over a dark
suit and speaking with a southern
accent. He was estimated about
510", with brown hair and brown
eyes.
The coeds said they were walking on San Carlos st. near Sixth
st. when a man behind them
flashed a short barreled revolver
and said "Just keep walking. I
have a gun." He then followed
them to Seventh st. where he ran
away.

1111011"
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Poor Housekeeping

40,
"/I6i&

or

It is customary in the springtime for homemakers to take
(pedal efforts to clean out the cupboards. rearrange long-forget en articles in storage and sweeping the dirt out of conspicuous
places. Also appropriate at this time is a concentrated housecleaning effort launched by U.S. government officials.
This is not to say that the government’s untidy house has not
been "vacuumed" from time to time, or that present conditions
are abominable. However, world tensions and ever-increasing
demands on the U.S. to ads once in technology and other fields
dictate competent management of federal funds. Mismanagement is strongly evident in areas of military appropriations and
spending; businessmen padding costs on government contracts:
and needless government spending.
Exemplifying the situation, the House Appropriations Committee claimed recently that the nation’s billion dollar missile
base program will cost an additional S100 million because of
Air Force construction mismanagement. Now the committee
has called for a construction "czar" to salvage the program. It is
common knowledge that czars don’t come cheaply.
The committee, in the same breath, appropriated $22,000
to serve as a "whisky allowance" fund for U.S. diplomatic corps
in the new African nations.
Despite guffaws from many fellow congressmen. Sen. Paul
H. Douglas (D-111.) is working to eliminate military waste. Two
examples he is reported to have made on the subject include a
lamp socket being purchased by the Navy for $21.10. normally
costing 25 cents: and a small wrench set, bought by the Army for
$29. which retail stores carry for $3.89.
One might suspect that corruption, waste and stealing are
naturally inherent with a bureaucracy as large as the U.S. government. People have a great urge to spend moneyespecially
money not their ownbut the malfunctions of government are
not primarily due to its weaknesses, but caused by the weaknesses of those involved with the government’s business and operations.
Certainly the people of this nation are appalled when hearing of ridiculous spending practices in government. Moreover.
it is impossible to determine the amount of taxpayers’ money
wasted because of poor housekeeping. Proper checks, however.
may keep the filth from piling up under the rug.
.I.M.R.

What Price Beauty?
One cannot help but be aware of certain criticisms in varied
forms at SJS. Complaints coining from all members of the SJS
citizenry who feel they have been slighted or cheated out of
their own scheme of ideals.
"The architecture at SJS is awful. Something has got to be
done about it."
Now here most certainly is a dreadful situation. How can
one possibly attain a college education while having to attend
classes in square buildings? This complaint has been sounded
so much it is beginning to assume the proportions of a legend.
"Making a student take English A is unfair: I have a good
mind to quit school.
"The parking problem around this place is a farce; just
shows you what poor planning can do."
"This food is terrible, why doesn’t someone do something
about it."
There are more, but mention of them only indicates a check
of our value system is needed. It has been said that no one sees
himself more clearly than when he studies the predicament of
another.
In Mengcheng. China, a family lives in unbelievable poverty. Toiling in the fields from (lawn to dusk, they stop only to
rest until tomorrow. No parking problem hereno cars.
In Kapoeta, Sudan. another family lives only to see tomorrow and forget about today. They aren’t fussy about what they
eat; taste is not only secondary, it is not considered at all.
A 15-year-old adult in Rangoon, Burma, who somehow manages to subsist on less than an adequate supply of calories, also
supports his mother and 10 brothers and sisters. Could he possibly have 1 per cent of the opportunity that the average American child has? He doesn’t have to take English A; he neither
reads nor writes his own language.
At SJS 15.0(N) persons are receiving college educations.
They are fat with riches. They have opportunity.
They never had it so good.
The alternative to a moderately priced "ugly" building may
be an expensive superstructure; in place of mediocre food,
there could be filet mignon. Yet this is wishful thinking.
A more probable alternative is no building at all and most
assuredly the nearest hamburger stand would suffice. E.G.

Progress or Stagnation
In industries all over the nation labor unions are fighting
a desperate, last-ditch battle against progress, whether it he the
progress of efficiency, mechanization or exploration.
In February, a wildcat flight engineers’ strike tied up all
but one of the nation’s major domestic airlines. The crux of the
strike was the possibility of thousands of flight engineers losing
their jobs to pilots who had been trained to do both jobs, and,
in the current recession, it was a very real possibility.
Today, San Francisco and los Angeles .waterfronts are
closed down in what S.F. Port Manager Rae Watts claims could
be the biggest waterfront dispute since 1948, when longshoremen
and ship owners signed a "peace on the waterfront pact." The
teamsters charge that a six-year settlement by which longshoremen agreed to permit mechanization of the docks in return for
a multi-million dollar fund underwriting wage loss didn’t take
into account loss of work to "Iumpers" (driver’s helpers), whose
wages therefore haven’t been guaranteed.
These unions are not exceptions by any means. in every
union-organized profession, thousands of men are being paid
not to work, to do unnecessary jobs, or to perform jobs in groups
of threes and fours which could he easily done by one man.
However, it would he totally inaccurate to say that labor
unions are against labor per se. To labor leaders progress fundamentally means unemployment, with its constant companions of
hunger, humiliation and hardship. It means men whose entire
lives have been spent in a single occupation suddenly find themselves destitute, forced with the necessity of having to give up
I way of life and to search for a new one. It means starting
all over again at an age when a man should be achieving in his
chosen profession.
However, employer underwriting of wages is only a temporary solution, a time-gainer in the search for an answer.
Meanwhile, President Kennedy’s top economist, Walter W.
Heller. newlyappointed chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, points with gloom to the rising unemployment rate
and the diminishing period between recessions. In the March
10 issue of Life magazine. Heller compares the nation’s economy
"to a regular .300 hitter who only batted .250 and then sl
ped
to .230."
As the economy slumps, population. longevity and technical
advances continue to surge forward, placing an even greater
burden on the rapidly diminishing number of jobs.
hope that it
If an answer is forthcoming, the world
arrives before man is forced to choose between progress or stagV.B.C.
nationbetween unemployment or security.
Mist

or
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Froderic or Hugo?

’R’It-1g Round the Moon
Well-Played Comedy
By RICHARD DYER
Drama Editor
"Ring ’Round the Moon," Jean
Anouilh’s French comedy of
manners, which opened Friday
before a packed house in the
College Theater, proved to be a
well -played, thoroughly enjoyable production.
The play concerns the romantic affairs of a pair of identical
twins, with personality differences, who reside near Paris at
the turn of the century.
Richard Rossomme was excellent in a dual role as both Frederic, the shy, reserved twin and
Hugo, his sophisticated and cynical brother.
BALLET DANCER
Bonda Lewis, in a fine characterization, plays Isabelle, a
ballet dancer prompted by Hugo
to lure Frederic away from Diana (portrayed by Anne Hissack). Diana is engaged to Frederic, but secretly in love with
Hugo.
Complications build until the
plot backfires. Isabelle falls for
egocentric Hugo. Miss Kissack
does a slow burn and Frederic
Is left waiting at the gate.
The climax finds Isabelle
about to choose between the two
brothers. Which will it be?
STRONG SUPPORT
Miss Kissack, Donna Stine.
cipher as the twins’ domineering aunt, Bruce Lovelady as a
bumbling friend of Hugo’s, and
Richard Ogden as a bombastic
private secretary provided some
strong support in the featured
roles.
A dance sequence, performed
by Ogden and Carolyn Reed, his
flighty girl friend, is particularly
amusing. Had their parts been
bigger, they might have walked
off with the show. They actually
rivaled Rossomme in handling
their portrayals.
Others in the cast are Maria
Wide, Cheryl Del Biaggi, Donald J. Hughes, Ben Shelton, and
Alton Blair,
Director James C. Dunn, assistant in drama, did a beautiful
job in bringing out the hest in
a competent cast and making the
most of Anouilh’s generally confusing play.
COLORFUL SETTINGS
Costumes by Joseph R. Markham, J. Wendell Johnson’s colorful settings, and imaginative
lighting by Kenneth R. Dorst
were a definite help.
SOME MILEAGE
BOSTON (UPI - The Automobile Legal Association reports that
the average motorist could keep
his car on the road for 30 yeai-.
with the fuel consumed by an
Intercontinental missile in 60 sec-

A display of authentic clothes
from the period, which was donated to the Speech and Drama
department, can be seen in the
main lobby during the run.
The play will be presented
again March 15-18. Reserved
tickets may be purchased from
1-5 p.m. daily at the box office
at Fifth and San Fernando.
Prices are 50 cents for students
and $1 general admission. Curtain time is 8:15 p.m.

Reader ’Understands’
Only Two Per Cent’
EDITOR -Mr. David J. Zucker
seems to have read all kinds of
things from my letter. Unfortunately, only a small percentage
(two per cent) of what I wrote
did he seem to be able to understand.
As far as asking Mrs. Braden
if she was a Communist being an
irrelevant question, it was if you
just consider her subject. But
of all the questions relative to
freedom of speech, nothing could
be more important than if she is
a Communist. For remember, in
Russia today they don’t have
freedom of speech.
I noticed that David J. Zucker
mentioned something about subversive methods being resorted
to when someone is opposed to
what is being said. This is plain
nonsense. I happen to know that
Gustafsuo is strongly in favor of
integration and I am 100 per
cent for integration.
And finally, the protection of
our civil rights and liberties includes the halt of communism.
After all, this is a free America
and we want to keep it free.
Harold C. Stephenson
ASB 196

Is John Gustafson
Modern St. George?
EDITORToday most Americans lead a life of relative ease.
Most of them are unaware of the
present Communist menace. Our
campus is a hotbed of Communist activity. Communist front
organizations propogandize daily
undermining youth. Communist
sabotage explains the mixups in
IBM; bearded espionage agents
roam the campus at will. The
picture is indeed grave.
Only one man has risen to
battle the menacing red herring.
He is John Gustafson, crusader
for truth. A modern St. George,
he dons the armor of virtue, and
with the sword of Americanism

Choir, Choraliers To Present
Concert Tonight, Tomorrow
A concert by the A Cappella
choir and Choraliers is scheduled for presentation Monday
and Tuesday, 8:15 p.m., in Concert Hall, according to director
William Erlendson, professor of
music.
Beginning with Bach’s "I Will
Not Let Thee Go," the program

WILLIAM ERLENDSON
. . . concert director
will include selections of Vittoria, Carissimi and Sweelinck.
ENGLISH TEXT
Haydn’s -E loquenc e" and
"Harmony in Marriage" are offered with a new English text.
"Although the compositions
originally were written for solo
voices, Haydn himself suggested
the use of a chorus," according
to Professor Erlendson.
"Tree of Sorrow," by Chavez,
Is among the five selections to
be presented hy the Choraliers,
a group of 11 ,ingers.
SONG, INCLUDED
Ot her siiii
iim;
innlinle

Villa-Lobos’ "Ave Maria," and
Mechem’s "Give Thanks Unto
the Lord."
The Choraliers are Jo Bolander, Ruth Williamson. Peggy Di
Bare and Glenda Parker, sopranos; John Gomez and Michael
Chang, tenors; and Karen Jacobsen, Bernice Williams and
Patricia Windham, altos.
Robert Waterbury and J. D.
Nichols are in the bass section.
"The 70 choir members are
drawn from the entire campus,
though most of the vocalists are
music majors," according to Professor Erlendson.
PERFORMANCES
The Choir has appeared with
the San Francisco Symphony
orchestra in a performance of
the Handel Oratorio, "Judas
Maccabaeus" and the "Mass in
B Minor" by Bach.
The vocalists’ presentation
of Aaron Copland’s "In the Beginning," plus a group of shorter
works, was recorded by Music
Library of Records for national
distribution.
All of the motets of Bach have
been sung by the choir in addition to contemporary compositions by composers such as
Britten, Poulenc and Milhund.

Cpaptatt Aaily

Editor
Adver. Mgr.

Day Editor

1,a.0 Week ,Showing of .

PE Dept. Commends
Pep Band, Song Girls
EDITOROn behalf of Athletic Director Walt McPherson,
basketball Coaches Stu Inman
and Dan Glines and members
of the varsity and frosh teams,
I would like to commend the
pep band and the song girls for
their interest and participation
in the basketball games this
season.
Except for the two games in
Los Angeles, the band and song
girls were present at all league
games, home and away. Their
spirit and enthusiasm was contagious and manifested itself in
the final game at St. Mary’s.
The band was great, the girls
great and the team closed the
season with a wonderful victory.
To the individuals involved as
well as to the Rally Committee
and to Roger Muzzy of the Music department, we say "thanks"
and a hearty "well done."
Art Johnson
Athletic News Director

R,chard Polese

L

James MecArth.

plus
GOLD OF THE 7 SAINTS
Clint Welker - Roger Moore

GAY
I’m ALL RIGHT JACK
plus -THREE MEN
IN A BOAT

MAYFAIR
Ad,
i "SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON’
Clint Walker in

"GOLD OF THE 7 SAINTS"
Saturday and Sunday
Show Starts 12:45 cnr.

SARATOGA
TRILOGY OF API)
Pother Pachali AParaiito
also -WORLD OF APU
5 Hour Show Storting 7 ye.

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Walt Disney s
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON
Dorothy McGuire - James MacArthur

plus
GOLD OF THE 7 SAINTS

ibrary Concert

Clint Walker - Roger Moore

TOWNE

Records scheduled from noon
to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
Lecocq: Mademoiselle Angot.
Persichetti: Symphony No.
6.

ROYAL
BALLET
in color
4401-114s4-1144214w)

Student’s Laundry Service
Pick-up

Door
to
Door

Delivery
Introducing personalized
laundry service

per 8 lb. bundle
(washed, fluff dryed,
& folded)

Fraternity

Sorority

Boarding House

r

PHONE CY 4-2420
THE

Charcoal Broiler
32 W. Son Fernando

CY 7-9632

.

35c

BREAKFAST

By Jean Anouslh

SPECIAL

A Speech anti Drama Production
Wed. through Sat., March 13 through 18

4.4,1

Buttermilk Pancakes

BOX OFFICE 5T14 & SAN FERNANDO
OPEN 1-5 DAILY
50c SJSC STUDENTS

10th and Sante Clare

Dorothy McGuire

EDITORIn his protest
against the Peace Walk from
Sunnyvale to San Francisco at
Easter, Mr. Ron Brockett reveals
himself as one of those unfortunate people who cannot see
beyond the ends of their noses.
It is true, as he points out,
that this country’s economy is
currently bolstered against too
severe a recession by its war
industries. One might add that

All You Can Eat

Corsages
CY 2.0462

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON

Ring Round the Moon

Saktna-o
Bouquets

chew clate

Protests ’Protest’
To Local Peace Walk

Dormitory

Entered as second class metier April 24,
1934, at San Jose, California. under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Published daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except Saturday and Sunday, during college year.
Subscriptions accepted only on
remainder-of-school.year basis. In fall somuster, $4 in spring semester, $2.

JIM RAGSDALE
MIKE SANDERS

the Korean War averte1
post -WW II slump, and it
WW II itself which finally
re,.
cued the economy from the
long
depression of the thirties. But
is this a record of which
Mr,
Brockett can feel proud? I
can.
not believe that he seriously
wishes to perpetuate such
a
tragic process; yet such
is the
Implication of his letter. He
doesn’t want peace because "as
a potential physicist" this may
do him out of a job. How ego.
centric and shortsighted cap
you get? This is the attitude
of
the warmonger, whose profits
are paid for by others in fear,
agony, mutilation and death.
If Mr. Brockett really wants
to be a physicist, there are
plenty of constructive and peace
ful ways in which his capacities
can be used. However, since a
check of the directory -cards
shows that he is a social -sciences
major with a minor in English,
I suspect and hope that his let.
ter was written tongue-in.cheek
Constance Smith
ASB A6021

seeks to slay the vile red dragon.
A case in point. Some days
ago TASC invited Mrs. Anne
Braden to speak against racial
segregation. Our John, suspecting Communist subversion, rose
to the occasion. He screamed at
the speaker asking if she was a
Communist. He displayed some
very colorful signs asking Mrs.
Braden how many bombs she had
brought. He did many exciting
things.
This is a wonderful example
of Americanism and adult behavior. San Jose State College
can well be proud of John Gustafson for conduct above and
way beyond the call of duty.
Bill Cole
ASB 11092

LOOK FOR SIGN-UP SHEET IN YOUR

sr".

onds.

%neer
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Thrust and Parry

EANING

Curtain
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$1.00 GENERAL
College Theatie
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Artists’ Collection
Of Illustrations
Still on Display

By
SL’HWAItTZ
Phi Beta this spring as president.: Seely. Linda Shields, Linda Strand
Tim distinction of being the only college in the Mit.
that participates in an
link,.
Her cabinet includes Janet Con- and Sharon Worledge.
radio pliow five nighi’. a week on a commercial slat’
JS. aecording I.
can lw claimed Is
Delta Gamma members and
stantino, pledge trainer; Karen
r In .1 n
iiust rations for
t.
Dale Heisinger, Delta Upsilon, Robert Podesta, prog-ram
producer.
alumnae will observe Founder’s Vitali, corresponding
seeretary: is the sorority’s entrant in the GorWhile the pl
g for the show started over six year. alto. it became. a rcalit s...lariat. the Ladies’ Hume Journal are beday with a banquet at Ming’s res- Judy Dellanini, recording secre- geous Gams contest.
ing exhibited in A’241 until Friday,
taurant in Palo Alto tomorrow tary: Cynthia Byers, house
her. Tabbed -The Spartan Salute," the show b. aired Ike nights a week. Sunday through
man-: Phi Mu
according to Miss Marian Moreafternoofl.
ager;
this. front 10 to 11 p.m. over station KU V. 1590 Lc in San Jte.e. and features
Pam
LI itt. ty
Davenport, social
Founder’s day was celebrated by
land, associate professor of ail.
pledges include: Chris Ander- chairman: Sue Steuerwald. standand
interview:
announcement,.
of SJS actiitie, l’ode,.ta said.
the sorority with a tea and open
’pie display of twenty-four origThe plogram is produced
sen. Judy Gre%stad, Nancy Peter- ards chairman and Leigh Isett, house for
alumnae.
through the aid of telephonic tape
aus, Jayne Chambers, Susan John- panhellenic representative.
inal illustrations is a new version
Linda
Tanferani
is
Phi
Mu’s
recorded interviews.
Lucile Lytle is a finalist in the
ston, Judy Kropke, Claudia Coughhf an earlier Journal collection
candidate for the Sigma Phi Eplin, Nancy Childs, Jane Winfield, Sigma Nu White Rose queen con- siln.n
which was sent on a nationwide
Queen
of
’UNIQUE
Hearts
OPERATION
contest.
Nancie Neiderholzer, Sharon Shot - test.
tour as an example of the artists.
Format
for
the
program
has
An initiation banquet at the Sigma Phi Epsilon
an, Ann Thomas, Kathy Walker,
ability "to carry over what has
been
picked
up
from
successful
Vicky Vogel, Joan Spooner, Chris Golden Doors restaurant in Los
been written to what is seem"
The fraternity recently observed shows on the networks and reJennie Irving, Sharon Gatos honored initiates: Shells its third
Farrow.
Artwork of the nationally known
anniversary on becoming gional broadcasting stations. The
Reed. Susan Pool, Jean Mullen. Ashby, Kathy Austin, Joan Bob - national. Plans are for a commu- telephonic t a pe recorded interillustrators include those of Al
Jaime
Morris,
Hermann,
nett.
Rayleen
Betty Bowman, Mary Casady.? nist theme. party March IR to be views were inspired from hearing
Parker, best known for his motherMarilyn Cook, Carolyn Cox, Ann! held in a secret place with the the Tom Hai mon sjamts show over
Linda Ross and Joan Quinn.
daughter Journal covers.
Jennie Cooley was chosen as a Davis, Kathleen Davis, Joists brothers dressed as spies. Political CBS radio, Podesta said.
III us t rat ions for it "Perfectly
Daughter of Minerva by Sigma Doughery. Becky Harris, Norma speechesa
and denunciations re the
Podesta met Harmon during the
Horrible Week" is exhibited by
Huskey, Janet Leach, Y%onne! order of the es:ening.
Alpha Epsilon
Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley
Joe de Mers, whose beautifully.
Lemmon, Carol Lentine, Barbara
New pledges are: Jim Adamson, and learned of the unique operagowned women appear on many
Lindner, Nanci McGmrey, Sharon Nick Ferentinos, Jim Derr, Rich tion that permits Harmon to inGamma Phi Beta
m_a_gazit,e
J:t.,., ii,’ lea, k Gamma Moy, Merri Olson, Mary Lou Os- Corby, Mike Harris, Chuck Osier, terview sports personalities
by
horn, Bonnie McAulay, Diane Pahl.IDenny Teeter, Jim Malcolm. Dan phone and then broadcast the in111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Nancy
Portal, Judi Silveria, Joan: Sharp, Tons Marlin, Gene Baroway, terviews during the sports show.
IMPORTANT Simpkins, Pam Stoddard, Star I Steve Thomson. Ken Winkler, Sid During the first six months of
Trues, Suzanne Wastlund and Nastre. Haven Kolls and Rex Zim- "Spartan Salute." Podesta estiKaren Wells.
mates close to 500 students have
:merman.
Now affiliated with the Ira. been interviewed on the show.
Alpha Tau Omega
tensity are two transfers: Jack
"People on campus who make
ATO’s and their dates will dress Leith. Pasadena college, and Jim news ate focal points of the interas hillbillies for the annual "Okie! Andrews, Lewis and Clark college, views," Podesta stated. "In addiGIVEN AWAY Stomp"
tion, a reporter covers news from
tomorrow night at Trader Oregon.
the athletic department, various
SUN. THRU THURS. Lew’s.
campus departments and the SparNew
are: Jim Goss, We.,
10 P.M. TO I I P.M. F:lerding,pledges
tan Daily staff via the tape reJerry Todd, Larry Lacorded interviews," he added.
reau, Dave Travers, Wayne Ner
Campus organizations are called
On Your Spartan land, Mike O’Connell, Pete Mtn.
&Weise Smith, senior speech cor- to air feature interviews on their
cuso, Charlie Swall, Bill Erdman.
Just across from the
COLLEGE FIRSTRobert Podesta, producer of "Spartan SaBruce MacPherson, Barry Mal- reetion major, Whittier. to Richard activities. Living groups and greek
Administration building
lute,"
makes
an
air
check
of
the
program
prior
to
the
show’s
lagh, Owen Grande, Jack Caroth- Glad, junior aeronautics major, organizations are included in the
275 A E San Fernando
being put on the air. The five -nights -a -week program over a
taped interviews, he remarked.
es-s. Jay Nelson, Tom Kneeshaw, Oakland
CY 3-1186
commercial
station
is
unique
of
the
nation,
among
colleges
PoPant Thomas, freshman journalLarry Toscano, George Clause,
’NO CONTROVERSIES’
1590 k.c. Pat
KLIV
desta
said.
O’Daniels, Bernie MacElhenny, ism major. San Francisco, to Gary
According to Podesta, the edii=.4ar111111111111111 II II II 1111111
mill Tom McDougall, Larry Lindsey. PasseY. U.S. Navy.
tonal policy of the show has been
Pat Voggerst. Sigma Kappa to feature "nothing controversial." . The jaguar is the largest
Bill Ennis, Mike Hooper, Pete MaSAYINGS ANNOUNCED
nat.ino, Marty McInnis and Dave sophomore general elementary He said the reason for this is his ,
most powerful cat in the AmerNEW AUTO INSURANCE
major. San Jose, to Herb Schoel- hope that the program can be a
O’Imary.
for
ter,
sophomore
Sigma
Nu
social source of pleasure for all the stu- leas. Sometimes but very rarely
Savings up to $120 on automobile
Kappa Alpha Theta
it is as lag as a
:,cience majcr, Concord,
Graduate Men
ssuranc are now common for
dents aed faculty at SJS. "A
Kathy Van Leeuwen was chosen
niarr.ed men under 15 years of
To Teach Phonics & Rapid Reading
Starr Simpson. Mills college stepping -or lbc-toes policy would
the most outstanding pledge at freshman, to Steve
age vi.th the Cal:fa-nits Casualty
Andrews, Alpha violate this aim," he said.
Exchange.
Hderonity
phone for an appointment today
initiation ceremonies when 23 oth- Tau Omega sophomore lousiness
The principal obstacle of the
TELEVISION
Me-’ed men in this age bracket
CHerry 8-7674
er pledges were accepted by Kappa major. Los Altos.
are generally paying excessive
show
of
spun
has
been
the
lack
Alpha Theta sorority.
Guarantee Service
premiums for the degree of risk
Catherine Crump, Mills college sorship. In fact, the road has been
READING IMPROVEMENT LABORATORY
Initiated are: Joyce Anthony, freshman, to Jeff Bryant, Alpha
involved." says George M. CampJOE’S TELEVISION
-blocked" to such a degree that
bell Spartan Representative for
Pam Beaumont, Nancy Brown, Tau Omega junior business
CY 7-3541
man- at cne time Podesta had to buy 99 N. 10th St,
the Exchange.
SAN JOSE
375 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Peggy Cumming, Kathleen Duque, agement major. San Jose.
"We believe that a married man
the entire time segment on the
:Gale Grosskopf, Charles Mary
Mel family responsibilities is
Hilhish, Delta Gamma station and personally cont act
-more careful driver, and causes
Hagerty, Nancy Hoe!. Della Kahn, sophomore education major, Ala- San Jose merchants to keep (hr
few., accidents," said Cempbaill.
Arleen King, Nancy Larsen, Mar- !Ueda to Oleic Estill, Alpha Tau broadcast on the air.
Presently.
"Thereiree, he is entitled to ----eta Laughlin, Jeanne Longinott ()mega sophomore business major, the show is being sponsored by
for mature drivers."
, Valerie Lowen, Virginia Noonan Los Altos,
For example: A married man, age
seven merchants, he said.
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
Judi Osborne, Lisa Phelan. Jane;
The Appeal of
Kit Fox, Alpha Chi Omeg a fresh.
$10120000. Property Demeg
BRIGHT FUTI7RE
Schuler. Shaism man home econt moles major, to
Barbara
Pike,
$5 000 and Medical 8500 pays
Podesta feels the future of the!
year with most inabout $157
hats Kaldveer, Alpha Tau Omega
suratice companies. With Cali,,nior engineer major. both irons program appears to be a -bright
Just Bring Hair
torn
Casualty he would pay
(Inc." Present listenership surveys:
menlo Park.
about, BBB less $16 dividend, or
and Money. We
Barbara Zahner Chi Omega show that about 25 per cent of the
a nee of $64 (based on current
Can Be Trusted
20 Der cent dividend). Thus he
Batik Print sport shirts by Arrow capture
...;raduate English major, Alhambra. students ate tunirg in the show.
sa.es about $93 with the Exto do the Rest .
In, BIMrOW11, Alpha Tau Omega’ This listenn ship is ’ unbePevable."
the look of the hand-worked prints of Java.
change. (Other coverages with
according to the program producsenior political science major, ManExpertly!
co,oarable savings).
These rich muted tones provide your
er. but he said he is "devoting a
Campbell declared that even unhattan Beach, Calif.
continuous effort toward impmvwardrobe with a new expression of color.
mAtrIed men and women with
Carol Donaldson. Delta Gamma
ing the show to a point where it
good driving records may savor
Styled in the authentic button-down collar.
i junior education major, Alhamhra, merits this or greater listener- ,
oxs 20 per cent.
I to Tom Royce, Theta Delta Chi at ship."
Call or write for full information
46’
to George M. Campbell, 566
!Stanford.
..1k; wir
To evaluate the listenership and
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgent 9Si..
JOhnnton.
Delta Gamma
Long sleeves $5.00
1741 (day & nita).
response to the show, a continuing ,
396 S. 5th
ireshman business major. Burlinsurvey is conducted. he said.
Short
sleeves $4.00
- game. to Sags Jolly. Sigma Chi
senior business industrial manage- One method of checking listen ership is achieved by announcing !
ment major. Hillsborough.
Sharon Severson, Sigma Kappa students’ names at random on the I
sta.
sophonuire element aiy education show. If a student calls the
tion before the next record is commajor. Millbrae, to Larry Swenpleted, he can win such prizes as:
MARR 0 W.1
*".4/Afe 4442
son, Theta Xi senior psychology pizzas, pancake breakfasts, phono.7’ ..
’
lit
N
From the
’ major. El Sobrante. Calif.
graph records or cash," Podesta’
’Cum Laude Collection"
stated.
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CAMPUS BEAUTY
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Eleven Couples
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Two Coeds Wear
Engagement Rings

’e
fed,

Mary Phillips, Sigma Kappa ten Q... 1.n.
fl renzo. announced her engagement
to John Livergisod, social science
graduate. Fresno.
alaggi Purcell. Chi Omega junior
.eeondary education major is he.
’milted to Cliff Foersiter, IBM ten1,,i associate onginver

The largest and best selection in San Josef

OUR
House

SHORT .d FORMALS
PARTY DRESSES

HONORS CLUBS
A new twist honoring recognized
SJS organizations went into effect
Sunday. Officers of the organizalions will be honored and the ’
music for the show will he select- :
ed by the campus group spotlighteel, he added.
"Objective of the show is plea sure and recognition for the stu- I
dents at SUS," Portesta remarked.
-------

.4;t4.40*.41tS.
4t.^31.1141

BATIK PRINT CLASSICS
4::10)1A
**04:4.

TYPEWRITER

-------

14"’ - 24’

* RENTALS *

front the prettiest short for, and party dresses now while
’teCinran,5 complete You will find a
remnntinu: variety of styles and col .r Itt Zut, or’s collet:tine, of dresses for-’In’s thrna,qh Summer proms ’n per t,t
layaway -nor choice nnee
I’ "
de.appointrnent later in the

15’
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Short ,leeves $4.00

)14 :44*
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X416,5
. r; 411, ,,11

V Rent to Own

rainbow of totem cowl
rrt
. . hoottarit ovtticoat: to
’rsiT,ak fur wraps and stoles to complete your @wrong

V Free Exchange

$2 down holds your selection!

LOW STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

CY 5.8221
PARK FREE AT ANY
DOWNTOWN LOT

Long sleeves $5.00

*Mgr:

V No Deposit

132 South First St.

.......

4).3149fri4:.

V Fully Guaranteed
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Arrow Cum Laude Collection.

Electrics Portables Standards

Cht,me

The richly colored prints of Java Batik offers a new
change of pace in the traditional styling of men’s
shirtings. Your wardrobe will be given a lift by the
inherent good looks of this classic sport shirt from our

-

124 E. San Fernando St.
Next to Cal Book Store
FREE PARKING

CYpress 3-5283
Free Delivery

"S 1.1 H"
GREEN
STAMPS

We Give
Them

, 17,01 r
---"115311111(71/

FOR

SANTA CLARA at SECOND
SINCE 1925

mt. n

PARK FRU
DOWNTOWN
Kirby’s 20 S Seto,
38 S 3rd

City Parking
Tickets
Validated

OPEN MONDAY & THURSDAY NIGHTS UNTIL NINE

,
Spartans Drop Pair; *mtrow
Bow to Bronc, Bear

4-.APARTAN DAILY

Johnson Runs :09.3 100
As SJS Grabs Relays

Monday. March 13. 1961

to tNlx

By PETE lit 1.111.
Dennis Jiihnson. 21 -year old junior from the land of calypso melodies, flashed to a world record tying :09.3 100-yard dash Saturday as host SJS won the second
annual Stanford Relays.
The Spartans scored 88 points
to 65 for Santa Clara Valley Youth
’ Village and 61 for Stanford UniVersily.
The 5-11, 165 pound Johnson’s
lied the world mark held
it fort
by nine runners including ex-41fartan Ray Norton.

(

! -ucti the Washington Sen. alors looked as though t he
it use-egged the Spartans on six
might desert their perennial secbits.
ond division duelling, the AmeriThe Broncos slammed out eight I can League had to go and give,
safeties, sewing things tip with a in to its growing pains.
five-run ninth inning after nursSo what? Si, Washington had
State’s baseball opposition con- ing a 1-0 lead front the second
to reiteh into the grid. bag with
tinued to administer rough treat- frame.
Los Angeles anti pull what it
’tient to the Spartans in games,
(amid mit of the hinter eircult’s
Dave Turnbull, soph
right-ex-,
played Friday and Saturday
player draft; the team that rephander and owner of the lone
tending the SJS loss skein to six
resented Capitol Dili In 1960 now
5.15 vktorv this setishn (7-11
con.se-ctitit.e games and a IhS111:11
is
Cal Pids I. was the loser. , represents at whole stale--Iliii’as. to lettger tif 1-8.
nesida.
Cattermule gained ihr
siania Clara and
California
i
Once again the ey flies will voice
Jim
Pusateri
was
Cent
cruel,
is -re the enlprits this time. The
the fatniliar refrain: -Washington,
to
get
more
than
Spartan
only
the
ses blanked the locals 6-0
lir
I first in the hearts of his countryat Muideipal
stadium Friday one hit, going two for four. Ned ’ men,
and last in the American
flrown
and
Mickey
McDermott
night and the Bears whipped I’d
League."
for
the
apiece
.
al
two
hits
classy
Sot. ’,Ws nine, 8-3, at Berkeles
To Mickey Vernon, the Senafroncos.
Saturdas afterneon, the second
tors’ great first baseman of yestime they’ve raiiChell 111/ on 8.1,
teryear, goes the dubious honor of
pittiting this campaign.
managing the team.
A couple of Santa Clara tin.
First liaise could turn lout to
he the Settatars hest posititin.
ers named George Cattermole an
apparently unthere they hiive lefts sw ’aging
Dick Po’hams
Dale Long, sailtaged of I t I.e
aware that egg throwing is pro1 :taker bench. mut It. C. Stevhibited for Bronco students
, ens, an orthodox swinger. picked
lap from the Pirates in the Bob
by Shantz deal. ‘I’erniin still likely platoon these two.
San Jose State find Santa Clara
meet .on the diamond for the second time in the young season tomorrow night at 7 at Washington
Park.

Bonds Sets
Frosh, SJS
San Jose Netters Hurdle Mark

Defeat St. Mary’s
For Third Victory

luiNaitpanw, Irom a 7-2 defeat at
the hands of Redlands university
the day before. the Spartan tennis
team turned hack St. Mary’s 8-1
Friday at Moraga.
The win gave the SJS netters
three wins in four outings this
year. Only at singles victory in the
nuntlier five match sf-ted the hosts
trom a whitewashing.
Number-one Spartan Bill Sehaefer !snowed back from at loss ii
the Redlands match, his only setback of 1961, to pace the effort 01
Butch Krikorian’s squad.
Other singles wins were turned
in by Got-die Stroud. Le Junta,
Stillson Judah and Al Harris.
Stroud’s virgory in the number two
match kept his unbeaten string
tithe, with four wins this year.
The only other undefeated Spartan. Lamy Willens. missed the
match because of injury. He is
doubtful for Tuesday’s encounter
with Santa Clara on the Spartan
courts.
taking the
F:conomidis,
Tad
plaee of Villens against the Mr,ragans. suffered the only loss incurred by an S.TS player. Schaefer
and Junta captured a doubles game
ant Stroud and Judah built the
S.:in Jose total to seven.

c:ORTOLA DRY CLEANING
AND LAUNDRY SERVICE

2E3 E. WillIams

pertrirmances
some
id
the
turned in at the Spartababe track
opener Friday must have varsity
coach Bud Winter already getting
excited about 1962.
Veto Wolfe’s frosh squad scored
80 points to 36 for San Jose city
college and 27 for College of San
Mateo in a triangular meet at
&ICC.
A star among stars for SJS
Runwas hurdler Hobbs
ning hi, first rave in the 220yard lows. B
Is turned in a
time of 23.1. The mark not tints
shattered the old trosh record
but also eelipsed Mickes Mira n ))))) te’s sellout standard of 23.3,
set six years ago.
Bonds doubled with a win in the
high sticks for one of three twin
victories turned in by the Wolfe
pack. Ben Tucker was another
freshman to garner a pair of firsts.
The lean distance star loafed
through a 4:40.4 mile and came
back to defeat CSM 880 ace Ralph
Lee in his two-lap specialty. Tucket’s time for the half was 1:55.9.
Sprinter Bobby Simpson was at
third Spartan 50 11011Yei tWO blue
ribbons. The lithe Castlemont
(Oakland) high school speedster
won the 100-s ard dash In 9.8 seefinds and outlegged all foes In
the 22.0 us ith a 22.1 chwking.
Pal Kelso. taking only three
,ries, won the shot put by shovinc
he 16-pound ball 50-feet 10-inches.
me of his puts was a 51-7 tool
--!fort.
Coach Wolfe was also impressed
the relay anchor lap turned in
r.y Marty Grossman. (tic time was

The rest of the infield is as unsettled as American -Russian relations. Harry Bright, acquired in
he Shantz barter. will be the
probable third baseman.
Coot Veal, the former Tiger.
will be the shortstop. At second
huge, Danny O’Connell (Pirates,
Giants, Bravest will battle for
sum ival with Billy Klaus (Red
Sox. Orioles 1. Here, platooning is
a likely answer. Klaus swings
lefthantled; O’Connell bats from
the right side.
Th.- etrhing (b.pnrimi.n4

Bout on TV
Th.’ Ingomar Johatesson-Flosil
Patterson heavy weight
pihsnraip,tiab’,
fight is ill to- televised on
closed circuit fintight at 7 p.m.
The civic auditorium will screen
II..- bout. KG() radio 11410 1.n the
1 it II tormodcast the boot.

CY 4-8842

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
’_,pen Mon. & Thurs. Nights
Id 9 p.m.
ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -F1 EQUIPMENT

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.
Wholesale Distributors
CY 8-1212
1425 W. San Carlos

F

la Tv-Pe
yeincoei of 5.15

real chance for the unchallenged ,
lead it must get by a strong fourth ’

350 pages
3200 photos

tonight’s fight in Miami was
I ha t ill, segregated seating tw
tolerated. "It I get in the ring
evidence tot it. I’ll
illIN
SI.1
:11111
righl hack out. Lel esersnmit sit where he pays to sit."

By Tom) 1’1111’1.1N

Orders taken Today
in front of Bookstore

,
.
ss El\
, t’S
Exclusive
0;

466 S.

o

CY

Hairstyling
Second

In the second fight, with the
.:eenr reversed, the picture at
Howard Cosell’s ringside mike
was s cry dill, rant. Patterson
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramatic
-Special Student Rates

A & M Auto Repair
456 E. San Sal,idor

"USE OUR RENT
TO OWN PLAN"

o
Special
permanent Z;
ss
waving
s:

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
911 r. san IFt-rnanfi
CVpress 2-70,
-N-

-

Ill1.V11.1tNIT1 i.i ti.I I.
Phi Sigma liappa
4 0
Pi Kappa Alpha
4 0
Delta Upsilon
II
Theta (’Id
3 I
Alpha Tau Omega
2 2
Delta Sigma Phi
2 2
Sigma Chi
2
Lambda Chi Alpha
1 3
Theta XI
it
Sigma Phi Epsilon
1 3
Sigma No
us 4
Sigma Alphas Eloilltin
II 4

CY 5.4247

TRY CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE

Where else can you get all of
these under one roof:
complete laundry service
with or without ironing).
Fast dry cleaning.
Dyed clol hes
(if you want them)
super service
at reascnaHe
402 S. 3rd & San Salvador

jimmies barber shop
52 so 4th Next to mothers
Always

free

parking

Open Mondays
a -a

;
I
I

1

Do all
Force
Officers

ANings?

I

3 mos. sig

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9,
10.
II.
12.

’
I

Not since the cpening game with
Lambda Chi has TC been able to
score more than 25 points in any
single effort.
The reason for this is not wholly
understood, but lack of team coordination ix one generally accept- .
ed theory, prt,ifably because there l
IS no it her.
TI’ has Bill Bowman and Ter- ,
ry Murphs, the lisp’s second
and third top scorers, hawk and
rs
healthy. phis tss .1 newt
with great potential.
Should Tc come to life once’
again the entire outlook of the
leiwtie rare could change.

SPECIAL STUDENT PATES

Ina -lied aside the relentless
broadcaster to check on .14oliatnssoles (’ondition.
This is a very sketchy picture
of a man. Floyd Patterson is a
man; proud and able and shy. He
will not change. If he eliminates
Joitansson from the title picture
tonight, don’t expect him to slum
up singing on the Petry Com()
show or doing at polka with Lawrence Welk.
The average sports fan does not

Mural Standings

a light-headed eestztey, completely f-ompfde with lavishness.
ignoring his fallen opponent. Ingo
could think only of the ’flounder
and lightning- in his right fist.

place Theta Chi club. This week
should decide fate of PiKA.
Theta Chi, last year’s champion and undoubtedly the
league’s toughest team, Is resting in ’mirth place primarily
!treatise of its inability to score.

7-6493

.
Evenings
Z:
O
by appoints’
m nt.
.se
s’

Johnson,

Floyd is equally sensitive about
his profession. He bends over backwards to avoid the reputation of
at brutal fighter. A comparison Id
the reaction of Johansson in the
first meeting of the two and Patterson’s after the second encounter demonstrates the claim.
iippreciate Floyd Patterson. PerThe victorious Swede displayed haps this is because dignity cannot

But Patterson seems ad ))))) st
afraid to take a similar step.
People felt that %% ben the 26year-old New Yorker tennuprarIly lost his title, be might have
realized what excellent fruit benefits were lpen to its holder.
He seems to realize it hut he is
unwilling to accept it.

TYPEWRITER
z
’,

clocked

Patterson Unique Heavy Champ;
Floyd’s Modesty Unprecedented

RENT A

Limited Supply

watch

Portrait of a (Gentle)man

Phi Sigs, PiKA, DU Deadlocked
At 4-0 in Fraternity Basketball

’s hopes ride on two highest
Ozzie Stevenson and Tom
Graham. Both are averaging better
than 10 points a game in the first .
fair tounds.
Before PiKA can get its first

One

PATTERSON

JOHANSSON

Floyd is a quiet man who w
a problem-child in his youth.
has matured and developed. pa, tally through the efforts of his
manager (’us D’Amato. He is deeply religious. He talks intelligently.
He has a family of which he is
Iproud. He is probably the world’s
you’le an ig’_ireatesi boxer
norer of legends like Ancient
Arehie and Sugar Ray. He is not
sat isf led. Why?
Patterson is a Negro. Ile is
proud. too proud to accept DI,
that
pract11.1,4
discriminatory
others of his race have managed
iille rimiest for
tip stontach.

, ter Dick Catlett has stayed in
By JOHN MOORE
torn ligaCrippled by two major injuries. ;lethal but is pampering
Phi Sigma Kappa limped through ments in his right leg.
The consistent though not spec:f,f. fourth round of the Intrafratacular play of forward Steve
,rnity Basketball league lam s
humility night barely beating a Hay’s has been a major factor in
:lediocre Alpha Tau Omega team the Phi Sig success (luring this tryi ii-- hermit.
If overtime 35-31.
Vith Phi Sig running at half
Phi Sig captain Jetty Wheelei
speed Pi kappa Alpha and Delta
,foke his right hand against Sig Upsilon. both undefeated in four
a, Chi, rendering him useless for
an exeellent opporZahlY1,
ue remainder of the campaign.
tunity ti move into undisputed
f ’Mike Wheeler, big Phi Sig ern possession Of first puttee. PiKA
old DU tangle Thursdas night.

The :09.3 clocking was an alltime best for Johnson, who has
run :09.4 once - in the California
junior college championships. Lag
week, in his only other appearance
in Spartan togs, he mocked :493.

Two yards behind Johnson
In
1109.5 sped Willie Williams. Willie
ran four races including a :469 an.
Norton saw the race thanks to chin* lisia on the
Spartan mut, ti-lay,
at reketal pass. The former Olympic stair is undergoing basic training with the Army at Fort Ord.

Floyd Patterson is a shy and
sensitive man. He is sensitive
about his race, his religion, his Orcupation and his ability. Such self
consciousness would not ordiiiiirily
be worthy of note. but Patterson
is the world’s heavyweight chant pion.
Ring title holders and non-title
holdetsl have not been renowned
for their modesty, a tradition that
is particularly applicable to the
unlimited division.
Max Baer, John L. Sullivan,
Jack Dempsey and, of course. Ingemar Johansson are examples.
All used the heavyweight crown
to their advantage in becoming
, prominent. or noborious, if you

fairly solid. Pete Daley, picked
tip from Kansas City, will prole
ably win t hP No. I jolt Behind
him will be Dutch flutterer
(Cincinnati> and Gene Green
(Baltimore, St. Louis).
flefuw-ps on the pitching staff I
include: Dave Sister, Pete Burnside. Hal Woodeshick, Dick Donovan. John Gabler, Bennie Daniels.
Tom Sturdivant and Ray Sent proch. A lot of experience belongs
to this crew: yet it could hardly
he termed a formidable staff.
The unhappy Part of the situalam is that all the woes are Vernon’s. He’ll get no help from JFK
Nov.’if he were to get a touch
I out ball team started .

ss hose home Is i<Int-taitin.
Ihe WeNi NMI’S F’euleiaiuim,tu
at
09.2. Amu her reeisiered
09.3: a
fourth recorded .119. Ile etijityeil
am
1:89 mph tailwind. well within
the
legal limits,

Decidedly not. In fact most executive jobs are on
the ground. 01 course, all officers may apply (or pilot
and navigator training if they meet the
requirements. There will always be a need for piloted
aircraft. And it is foreseeable that in your working
lifetime, there will be piloted spacecraft-piluted and
navigated by Air Force officers.
But right now, there is also a big future for college.
trained Air Force officers on the ground. New and
exciting technical jobs are opening up. Important ad.
ministrative positions must be filled as World Wai II
officers move into retirement.
How can you-a college student-become an Air
Force officer? First. there’s Air Force ROTC. Then
for college graduates, men and women in certain
fields, there is Officer Training School. The graduateof its three-month course wins a commission a. J.’,
ond lieutenant. Other ways are the Navigator Training program, and the Air Force Academy.
Some benefits that go with being an Air Force
officer. Starting salary plus allowances (vulgate
with the average in equivalent civilian jobs. Then
there’s free rnedieal and dental care. thirty -day vacation. the chance to win graduate degrees at Air
Force expense, and liberal retirement provision,.
No, Air Force officers do not need wings to mme
up. There’s plenty doing on the ground. Perhaps
,1
could be one of these young executives in blue.
your loyal Air
Recruiter. Or write. Officer
Career Information, Dept. SCI 3. Box 7608.
Washington I. H.C., if you %ant further inforillation about the navigator training or Office!
Training School programs.

U.S. Air Force
There’s a xlace fOr
professional achievement on the
Aerospace Team,

)0
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Social Affairs Committee
Has Membership Openings

Tne Social Affairs commit tee
r,as openings for membership for
according to
he spring semester,
Peann Kinnear, chairman. Meet,ngs are held Thursday afternoons
.it 3:30 in C1162.

Job Interviews

Spartaguide

shop
shell
ring

Bellflower Unified School district will conduct interviews for
elementary teaching majors interested in English, social studies,
mathematics, science and girls’
physical education. High school
positions also available in English,
social studies, business, home economics, mathematics, science, industrial arts, music and academic
combinations.

1"

1

P SET

‘.; 1/%11 T-3

Iranians Set Catholic Education
’Celebration Classes Conducted
Of New Year At Newman Center
All students are invited to attend the fifth annual Iranian New
Year Party Friday from 8:30 p.m.
to 2 a.m. in the Terrace Room of
the Hawaiian Gardens, 1500 Almaden rd., San Jose, according to
Frank Dadgar, publicity chairman.
The program, sponsored by Iranian students of San Jose, will include a floor show, folk music,
free refreshments and Joe Tomasello’s dance band.

NAZI BUTCHER-Adolph Eichmann, (left, wearing sweater)
escorted from cell in Taggart Fortress, near Nazareth, appears
before Judge Alfred Bach (seated) in one of the preliminaries
to his trial. April II has been scheduled for the trial at which
Eichmann will be charged with "crimes against humanity" as a
result of the killing of millions of Jews during the Nazi regime.

Smoker for Rushees

A smoker for prospective members of Epsilon Pi Tau will be
held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in IA.
241 according to Dr. Ralph C.
Bohn, head of the Industrial Arts
The U.S. Department of Agridepartment.
culture reports 2,137,460 acres
Epsilon Pi Tau is an internation- were planted to trees in the 50
al industrial professional frater- states in 1960. Georgia led with
nity.
plantings of 330,196 acres.

Tickets may be purchased at
the door. Prices are $2, single and
$3, couple. Dress will be semiThe yearly growth of fish is formal, Dadgar said.
virtually unlimited. The major
He added that profits will go
factor affecting growth is the pro- toward the establishment of the
ductivity of the water in which International Community center
the fish lives.
at Market and San Carlos sts.

Classes in the beliefs and attitudes of the Catholic religion are
being taught this semester by
Father John S. Duryea of the
Newman Youth center.
The classes are being sponsored
by the Newman club and are being
held in the Newman hall library.
79 S. Fifth at.
Being offered are: "Survey of
Catholic Belief and Practice,"
Tuesday’s at 4:30 p.m.: "The Bible
in Catholic Life." Wednesday’s at
3:30 p.m.: and "Foundation for
Our Faith," Tuesday’s at 12:30
p.m.
The classes are open to all
students, and may be joined at
any time. However, to obtain the
most from the classes, according
to Father Duryea, they should be
joined as eat ly as posible.
The classes will continue
throughout the semester.

Rues

inThe
IN

brillard’s 3-vvay Campus Contest!

Shell Oil co. will interview business administration and liberal
arts majors.
Aerojet-General corp. wW interview chemical, electrical and mechanical engineering majors. Positions also available in accounting, metallurgy, chemistry, business administration and mathematics.

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

$35/mo. rm. for $30-mo. or hi offer.
Call Jerry. CV 2-4990 aft. 7 p.m.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room It, Tower Hall
or Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order,
No phone orders

Leaving for Sesta Barbara Fri. Morning, March 17, need 1 or 2 riders. CV 8.
2395 after 5:30 p.m.

Rooms for Rant
Nr, College: 1 bdrm. $83 & 2 bdrm. $90.
o,ab. Spartan Manor. CV 2-1327.
Farm. apts. available now. studios for
, two bdrm. apts. for men
I close to SJS. Come into
fental, 485 So. 9th or call CV
8979 Day or eves.

A SOrOriq

A

WILL WIN THIS FABULOUS

freer*

WILL WIN THIS FABULOUS

RCA 21 -INCH COLOR TV SET!

RCA 21 -INCH COLOR TV SET!

Wonted

Wanted old coins. I pay cash for old
U.S. coins. Call Tony. CV 2-1018.
One man to share 2 bedroom mod. apt.
$32.50, 495 E. William No. 7. CV 76940.
Philp Wooded

Singers, Dancers, Actors anyone needed
for 1961 Revelries Talent show. Some
talent but no experience necessary. Apply March 14, 16 at 6:00 Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Need one more serious engineering roe.
or to share home with some. $30-mo.
Lippe- classrnen - clean rooms - Homo includes
everything. 415 S. 12th. CV 332 So. 13th. CV 2.8580.
5933 after S.
bdrm. apt. turn. for 3 or 4 persons.
Poo Solo
. isth. CV 8.2375.
WE H.T., UM, St. Trans. Tri
Furn. rms. male student, kit. orivt. $10. Impala concours.
cond.. CV 5-5071.
power,
I CV 3-3088.
$172. Must sell,
Shooter
Lambretta
1951
Fun,. 3 Isedrm. house 1/2 blk, from col.
7.3791.
le $150.00 mo. 12th mo. free. Water CV
isrb incl. 63 So. 9th. Available April 12 ID MG. Needs body work, $500. EL
Imq. 275 E. William. CV 5.5193 or 4.3074.
5.5362.
Persomol
Furn Rm. male student. $27.50. 666 So
CY 4.3964.
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12.50
plus 1 in gold free. A real offer. AL 2Rooms vr/Kit.-pr. 160 S. 9th $25-27.50.
9191.
Furn. studio apt. $70., util., garage incl.
Lost sod Pound
foh st. CV 5-5847.
chain with seven keys and a
Vacancy Mary George Coosp, 146 So. Lost: Key with
sign of Zodiac, Seggi.
,+ 145 mo. 19 meals por wk. Apply key bob
tarius. Call: CV 7-5308.
Spool& Sorelsos
ompletely furnished apts. all elec
, 2 bedrooms. Inquire apt No. 1-A, Typing - Term Papers. Reports - Call
CV 4-2010.
PO, Dr call CV 7.9024
Royce Hall Barb Mitchell,
. _

Classified Order Blank
To place an ad: Coma in Student
Affairs Office, PH It. San Jose
State. (No phone orders) or, fill
20c Each Addltlosel Liao
out handy order blank and send
check Of money order.
(2 -Lee hAinim,,m1
For Saie
L Personals
0 Help Wanted
25c First Insertion
(2 -Line Minimum)

I lost & Pound
I Transportation
Please Print:

mkt

tions for the students. Planning and
organizing of Orientation and Registration dances are responsibilities of the committee.

Scheduled for this semester’s
first activity is "Big Name EnterThe committee plans social func- tainment,"
featuring a Popular
singing group. Tentative plans are
State Representative
under discussion for a carnival
and barbecue. "Cafe Capers" will
Will Speak on Jobs
continue in the cafeteria on a
A representative of the state
bi-weekly basis.
of California will be on campus
today and tomorrow in Adm234
10 discuss job opportunities for seniors in accounting and auditing.
correctional and vocational rehabilitation, employment manageNote: Interviews are held in the
ment, park management, personnel
and fiscal management, research, Placement Office, Adm234. Appointreal estate appraisal and acquisi- ment lists are put out in advance of this
Interview and students are requested
uon.
to sign up early.-Ed.
The representative will discuss
openings, pay scales and the TOMORROW
chanees for advancement in state
mutt Union School district will
government.
interview elementary teaching majors, kindergarten through 8th
grade positions being available
Positions also open for 7th and
8th grade homemaking pasts plus
openings in a gifted child program.
TODAY
meeting,
S142,
3:30
Junior class,
Lincoln Unified School district
p.m.
of Stockton, will interview all inSophomore class, meeting, CH- terested elementary teaching ma149, 3:30 p.m.
jors for positions in all levels up
Freshman class, meeting, S210, to 8th grade. Some high school
3:30 p.m.
positions also available.
TOMORROW
TASC, meeting, CH238, 7:30
P.ra
Spartan Shields, meeting, CH.
235, 6:45 p.m.
Christian Science organization.
meeting, Memorial chapel, 7:30
p.m.
Math club, election meeting,
TH20, 12:30 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega, initiation, College Union, 6:30 p.m.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship,
meeting, speakers; Rev. Kermit
Jeffrey, Rev. William Pickthorn,
cafeteria, 7 p.m.
United Campus Christian Fellowship, meeting, 300 S. 10th St.,
7 p.m.
Model United Nations, meeting,
cafeteria room A. 2:30 p.m.

EICHMANN NEARS TRIAL

0 Services

Here’s all you do. Have every member of the sorority save the empty packages
of any of the Lorillard products displayed below. The soroiity that has saved the
most empty Lorillard parking, will be awarded the RCA ’’slur television set.
NOTE: I. Wrap empty parlages in bundles of Sit. 2. The bundles will lie
picked up by Lorillard representative on April 20. 3, Winning Sorority will be
notified Ivy April 24. In event of ties-a blindfold drawing will decide the sinner.

THE

The ntle. for fraternities follow the same pattern a. for .iiroritn-.. The fraternity
that saves the most empty Lorillard packages will al.., urn this
oarlor 21 -inch
television set. So start saving the I.mitty packages III sos it the Lorillard produels
dirown below. MITE: I. Wrap Imply package. irk loitidles of 50.
2. The
handle% will he picked up by Lorillard representati,e on April ’20. 3. %inning
Fraternity will be notified by April 24. In merit of ties - a blinilfold drawing
will deride the sinner.

nfire Student Body AND FACULTY

CAN ENTER THE LORILLARD SWEEPSTAKES FOR THESE FOUR GREAT PRIZES’
READ COMPLETE SWEEPSTAKES RULES HERE:
which the prize winners will lw selected
I. Each entry must be aceompanied by
in conmerutive order. Drawing will be
one empty pack of any of the following
held under the supervision of the manager
brands: Kent ... Newport .. Old Gold
of Spartan Rook Store, Harry Wineroth..
Filters, Straights ... Spring OR --a plain
piece of paper who+ lies the ’hand
Enter as many times as yon leant. Only
one prim. tier contestant. Entrant’s need
drawn block letters of any of Ilwse brand’s
not he present at drawing to win.
drawn in any size.
3. Lorillard Comm: Sweepstake. is open
Your name and addre.s must be written on
to all students and faculty members of this
the hack.
school.
2. Deposit your complete entry in the
I. Lorillard r aril WI, Sweepstake, is +al.
1.0riHard I ample. Sweepefaken PlltrY bins
,jert to all Federal. State, local laws
in the Spartan Rook Store. All entries
fluorine will take place Mondav .4pril 71
mum be on deposit lwfore: April 21. 12:30
at I230 noon at the Spartan Bookstore.
noon. There will be a random drawing in

Rentals

A Polaroid
Land Camera

An RCA
Portable Stereo
Set Mark 38

Movirgimpelmmintr-

An RCA
Transistor
Clock Radio

0

0

-’----11111R11111111 assienstai

0 Miscellaneous
OLD GOLD
44)4,7/4

pine

IC4,,,7/rS

p..NT

OLD (101,1)

PRODUCTS OF
’

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line.)
Run Ad For --Days
Starting Date
Enclosed $
Cheek
Name
Address
City
Phone
Fr display advertising Wes phone CV 46414, Ed. 2102

A Royal
Portable
Typewriter

17.k.

’est.

"" "

P. LORILLARD COMPANY
First with the Finest Cigarettes
Through Lorillard Research

SPIN FILIFIIS

---=maaeRIMegugggeoa......

Students wad laudi) uhou; inimcdiute families are employed by the

Lottaard company or its

odtettistit agencies are nor eligible tor the contest.

Ilow’

---1111111,

SALE
PRIART
ART
SALE
PRINT. T. .

ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE

ART PRINT SALE

ART PRINT SALE

SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRIN."’
.. ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT

21111TON IAN POLKSJAGE

611)
6266
62111
62115
621,
62/2
GM
6215
6301
6304
6321
6334
6340
6164
6345
6146
63114
6516
6446
GISI
6519
6553
654.5

Portfolios
other Goose Sort A (6) E
Gogh Masterpieces (11) D
r Goose Set / (6) E
ington’s "Buckskings" (I) $296
inq Broncos, Bennington (2) II
artre Scenes (4) E $2.911
rrier II Ives (6) G
retire Old Maps (I) $3.41
gard’s Circus Animals (6) E

Gdruguin: Entrance to a Village
Gauguin: The Poor Fisherman
Mac Sinbad th Sailor
Utrillo: House with 111101
Da Vinci: The Last Supper
Rouault. Small Magician
Japanese Panel. Four Horses
Japanese Final: Thre HO,"
Duly: Norrnandy Trap.
Van Gogh: Restaurant d Sirne
Roixasi/t: Christian N./urn
Rouault: Flowers in a Van.
Foujitc Quai Aux Pleura
Mp of North Ainerriea
WI> of America
Map of the World
Van Gogh: Dutch Landscape
Gauguin: Woman with Mange
Brqur Le Ward
Van Gogh: Sunflowers
Sportrnan’s Map of U. S Wildlife
Wood: Early Spring
Picasso: Three Musicians

SW
56112
56436
504138
51447
51.169
SM70
56412
564115
SMII
SM11
SMIN
56490
511100
SM107
564I22
$64123
5M163
631
640
644
649
650
567
570
6567
GM
6654
GOO
66/4
GUS
66911
6710

Cuomo: Sr.
Van Go
ShurnaMr, Peacefu
Iradb
Roger’.. Pal
Tack
Bondi., Dose
Van Gogh: Church at Aura
Gasser: Inl
Van Gogh: Peach Orc
Kauhkr Looking Eastw
Kautally, Qu
Legndrer: L’Arc d
Bos: Eggs in
Ramon. Pb
Ram
Bar Still Life with
Picasso: Les 5
Van Gogh: Les S
Cexanne. Mad&
Renoir Young Girl Ar
Deg.: ha
Soyer Seven Da
Ben Shah,: Studio Exh
Sailman: Had of Ch
Vlaminck: Emrich Farmho
Holy The Sr:Own
Miro: Port,
Rerningto
Feiningr: The Ch
Horner. Vitali
Deli: Sacrament of

SAVE! Attractive, Solid-Oak Frames To F
Sturdy construction, satin -smooth natural finis
ready to stain, varnish, wax or natural.

16"x20"x2" . . . . $2.65 24"x30"x2" . . . . $3.75
11"x14"x11" . . . $1.95
18"x24"x2" . . . . $2.95
20"x24"x2" . . . . $3.15
miscellaneous others at various prices

IGH QUALITY
98
USH STROKE PRINTS at I
M,chel (2408 1

so: The Tragedy 114.24)
tor: Horne Port 124120)
Jour (24.18)
hurch ((8.24)
neht: Faithful Colt (16.20)
Oho. (24.20)
Tahiti (2400
Sabato Garcia ((844)
isien (24.20)
earsal (18.24)
leach: Chargers

VP89 Albo: From the Old West (20124)
VP288 Klee: Sinbad the Sailor (20,16)
VP292 Rouault: Small Magician ((11.24)
VP293 Cezenne: Mardi Gras (16.20)
VP302 Picasso: Pierre} ((8.24)
VP304 Van Gohg: Restaurant da Sirens (2440)
VP308 Gasser: Peaceful Harbor (24.20)
VP360 Foujite: Qua) Aux Flours (24.20)
P385 Van Gogh: Sunflowers (18.24)
VP393 Utrillo: Eglise de Benlieue (24.11)
VP403 Monet: Tulips in Holland (24.18)
VP407 Picasso: Nature Mort. (30.24)

VP440 Bradbury: Sunn
VP444 Brdbury: Ebb Tide (24.
VP450 Shurnaker: Monhegan Go
VP456 Cetanne: Mont
VP462 Van Gogh: 1:Hornm a L’Ore
P523 Cosgrove: The Chall
VP554 Wood: Males.
VP555 Wood: Along the Pa
V1567 Sellman: Head of
VP59I Garonne: Po
VP592 Picasso: La Cassere
VP45 Klee: Indian St.
VP5I Chagll: Rabbi with

.ART
SALE
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PRIART
SALE
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..PRISALE

SPARTAN
BOOK STORE
’RIGHT ON CAMPUS’
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-0
,71
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ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE

ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PRINT SALE ... ART PR N

